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Abstract: We develop a general context for the computation of the determinant 
of a Hankel matrix Hn = (c~i+j)o<<.i,j<,~, assuming some suitable conditions for the 
exponential (or ordinary) generating function of the sequence (a~)~)o. Several well- 
known particular cases are thus derived in a unified way. 
1 Basic Observations 
Let A be any integral domain i.e. a commutative ring with a unit element and no proper 
zero divisors. The underlying additive group acts by binomial convolution on the set 
f ' (N, .4)  = {functions a : N ----+ `4} = {sequences (an)~)o C `4}: 
For a E A and a E 5C(N, A), we define Tad E 5V(N, .4) by 
(T~a)~ = ~ (7)a'~-kak 
k=O 
and we check that TaT b = T ~+b. This action preserves the Hankel determinants : 
Proposition 1. If Hn is the HankeI matrix (of order n) associated to a E 5r(N, A), then 
the Hankel matrix (of order n) associated to the convolution Tad C F(N, ,4)  is given by 
H~ = SH~S t where S = Sn(a) = ( (i]a~-J~ is triangular with l's on the diagonal. 
' \ \ j ]  JO<i,j<~n 
In particular, det H~,n = det H~ is independent ofa E .4. 
PROOF. By direct calculation, we have 
± (:) (SHSt)ij : Sjk E Si~Htk = E aJ-k E (~'~ i-, 
,:o t , l )  a 
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Setting m = k + l and using the Vandermonde convolution formula, we get 
($HSt)¢J= ~.>~o k=o (~) (m i--k)a~+J-mam= m~)o (i:J)a~+J_ma,~ ' 
in other words, (SHSt)ij = (T~a)i+j = (H~,n)ij. [] 
Notice that, for any element a E .4, the matrix S,,(a) is lower triangular and we have 
Sn(a)Sn(b) = S,~(a + b), in particular S,~(a) = S~(1) ~ when a E Z. 
The miscellaneous works of C. Radoux [4],[5] lead to the following result. 
P ropos i t ion  2. Denote by F(z) = ~a~, .  the exponential generating function of a 
sequence a E $-(N,.4) and by O = Oz the derivative with respect o the variable z. If there 
exist formal series G(z) ~ -4[[z]] and elements & ~ .4 such that 
1) [O"F~(z)]z=o = 0 whenever k > n, 
2) E dkFk(y)Fk(z) = g(y + z), 
k)o 
then the Hankel determinants are  given by det//~ = & [0 Fk(z)]=0. 
k=0 
PROOF. With the binomial identity, we can write 
(y + Z) n y~ Z m 
n----~. = E am+~ n! m! 
n>~O m,n~O 
while the Taylor expansions 
yn m 
F~(~) = V" O~F~(O)-- and F~(z) = }2  o~,r~(o)Q /--" n! m! 
n)O rn>.O 
allow us to write 
n! m!" 
k>fO m,n~O k)O 
By identification, the second condition expresses the fact that 
k>~o 
Thus the Hankel matrix H,~ = (ai+j)o<.i,j<.,~ admits a decomposition H~ = L,~D,~L~ where 
D. = diag(do,dl . . . . .  d.) is a diagonal matrix and L~ = (OiFj(z)[~=o)o<.id<~, ~ a lower 
triangular matrix, due to the first condition. The proposition is now obvious. [] 
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An important case 
If ..4 is a polynomial ring, we can consider sequences (P~(x))~)o where degP~ = n. 
The exponential generating function of such a sequence is then denoted by F(x, z) = 
~>~o P~(x)~, and in many cases, we can take Fk(x, z) = O~F(x, z) where 0~ = O/Ox. 
The first condition of the proposition is automatically satisfied :
vanishes whenever k > n. So, if there exist polynomials dk(x) such that 
~(x)gF(x ,  y )gF(x ,  z) = F(x, y + z), (*) 
k)o 
then the Hankel determinants are det(Pi+j(x))o<.i,d<.= 11 dk(x)l,O~Pk(x)) " 
k=0 
Examples 
1) The simplest example is given by the canonical basis P~(x) = x~: we have F(x, z) = e ~ 
and the relation (*) can be written ~k~>0dk(x)(YZ) k = 1. The constant polynomials 
do(x) = 1, dk(x) = 0 if k ~> 1 are suitable and the proposition confirms the obvious result 
[ 
~ ~ j et~xi+J~o<.i,j<.~ = d~(x) = j 1 i fn = 0 
0 otherwise 
2) For the polynomials P.(x) =n[x ~, we have the generating function F(x, z) = (1-zx)  -1 
and we find O~F(x, z) = kIzk(1 -- zx) -k-1 (for k ) 0). The relation (.) becomes 
dk(x)(kl)2(yz)k[1 - x(y + z) + x2yz] -~-1 --- (1 - x(y + z)) -1. 
k)o 
Now we take dk(x) = (xk/k!) ~ and obtain 
det((i + . j .~  jo<~i,j<~ = (xk/k!):(k!) 4 (kIxk) 2 2x~(~+l). 
k=o k=0 k=O 
3) The polynomials D.(x) = ~ (~)kI(--1)"-kx k generate the same determinants: the 
k=0 
exponential generating function is F(x, z) = e-Z(1 - xz) -1 and the relation (*) can be 
written exactly as above. More generally, the first proposition shows that the Hankel 
determinants generated by a sequence 
k ,x, 
k=0 
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are independant of a e N and coincide with those for the sequence Po,,(x) = P=(x). The 
polynomials D~(x) are obtained from P=(x) = nix ~ and a = 1. Their study is interesting 
because D,(1) is the derangement number (i.e. number of permutations without fixed 
point) of a set of n elements. 
4) Let In be the number of involutions of a set of n elements, that is the number of 
permutations crE Sym(n) of order two. We have I0 = I1 = 1 and the recurrence relation 
I z~ : e z+z2/2 I~+1 = I~+nI=_l leads to the generating function ~ ~,  . To use the corollary, 
we have to construct some polynomials I~(x) taking the special value I~. It seems natural 
to consider ~ I~(x)~,. = e ~+~/2 =: F(x,z)leading to I~(1) = I~. Derivating F(x,z) 
respectively to z, we find I.+~(x) = xI~(x) + nI=_a(x), which shows that the/~(x)  are 
monic polynomials with deg I~(x) = n. The relation (.) becomes 
d~(x)(W) ~ = e~ z, 
k~0 
and with dk(x) = 1/kl, the proposition gives 
det(I~+j(x))o<.ij<.~ = H (1/k!)(k!)2 = hi = det(I~+j)o<~i,j<.~. 
k=0 k=O 
5) The Hermite polynomials H~(x) lead to the generating function F(x, z) = e 2 . . . .  2. The 
relation (*) is 
dk(x)(4YZ) ~ = e-2~z. 
k)0  
It is satisfied by the constants dk(x) = 1/((--2)kk!). Since the leading coefficient of Hk(x) 
is 2 k (coming from the recurrence relation H~+l(x) = 2xH. (x )  - 2~H._m(x)),  we have 
det(Hi+j(x))o<5,d<.~= I-I ~ (2kk[)2 = 12[ kl(-2)k : (12[ k!)( -2)~(n+1)/2" 
k=0 k=0 k=0 
6) Consider now the Bell polynomials B~(x). We have F(x, z) = e ~a(~) With g(z) = e z - 1, 
and (*) becomes 
E dk(x)(eY+Z -- ev -- ez "~ 1)k = ex(eU+Z-eU-eZ+l)" 
k>~O 
This is verified for dk(x) = xk/kI and we get 
rt 
det(Bi+j(X))o<.i,j<.n = I~ (xk/kl)(k!)2= I-I k!xk= ( r I  k[) xn(n+l)/2" 
k=0 k=0 k=0 
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z~ = 1/cos z. This exponential 7) The Euler numbers E~ can be defined by F(x) = ~ E~ 
generating function satisfies 
F(y + z) - 
1 _ cosycosz 1 _ (1 - tanytanz)  -1 
cos(y + z) cosycosz-s inys inz  cos y cos z cos y cos z 
and, using a geometric series, we can formally write 
r(~ + z) - (tan y)k (tan z) k 1 E ( tany)k ( tanz)  k=E cosy cosz cos y cos z k)o 4)0 
The second condition of the proposition is also fulfilled if we consider the constants dk = 1 
and the functions Fk(z) = (tan z)k/cos z. The first condition is also satisfied :
= [ ~(tanz)~l is zero whenever k > n and is n] if h = n. En'~:=[0°F~(z) ] , - -o  L ° cosz Jz=o 
These facts are obvious for n = 0 and follow by induction from the recurrence relation 
En+l,k = kE,~.k-1 + (k - 1)E~,k+l. The proposition 2 finally gives 
det(Ei+i)o<.,.j<.~ = ( I I  k]) 2. 
k=0 
With the definition above, the Euler numbers of odd index are zero. For En = E2~, we 
find 
n 
det(G~)o.<,,,.<n -- det(E~(,+~))o.<,,,.<o = ( I I (2k ) ! )  ~ 
k=0 
by adapting suitably the end of the proof of the proposition. 
2 Exponential generating functions 
In the example of Euler numbers (whose generating function is F(z) = 1/COS z), we have 
introduced the functions Fk(z) = g(z)~F(z) where g(z) = tan z satisfies the differential 
equation g'(z) = l+g(z )  2 with initial condition g(0) - 0. This situation can be generalized 
as follows. 
Theorem 1. Consider any exponential generating function F(z) = expG(z)  where 
G(O) = 0 and g(z) = G'(z)- G'(O) satisfies g'(z) = a+fig(z)+~/g(z) 2 for some parameters 
a # O, fl and7 in A. Then 
~-. i. (i + 3')... (1 + (k - i)~) 
F(y + Z) k!ak g(y)kF(Y) g(z)kF(z). 
k)o 
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The corresponding Hankel determinants are given by 
n 
det H,  = a ~("+1)/2 l-I @](1 + 7) •.. (1 + (k - 1)7))• 
k--0 
PROOF. Let us consider the functions Fk(z) = g(z)kF(z) (for k/> 0)• We can write 
OFa = kgk-lg'F+ gkF~ 
= kgk-l(a +/39 + "Tg~)F + gkG'F 
= (kag k-' + (G'(0) + kfl)g k + (1 + kT)gk+')F 
--= kaFk-1 + (Gr(0) H- kfl)Fk H- (1 H- k~')Fk+l 
(by convention, Fk(z) = 0 for k < 0), that is to say 
0~+lF~(z) = 0~[k~F~_,(z) + (a'(0) + ~)F~(z) + (1 + k~)F~+,(z)] for ~ t> 0• 
This relation allows us to establish inductively the following facts (obvious for n = 0) : 
[0"Fk(z)]~= o = 0 whenever k > n, 
• [OnFn(Z)Jz=O =na[On-lFn-l(Z)]z=o . . . . . .  n[a n. 
A direct calculation also shows that 
O~+'Fk(z) O~Fk(z) - O~Fk(z) O~+~Fk(z) = kaHk_~(z) - (1 + k'y)Hk(z) 
with H~(z) = OmFk+,(z) O~Fk(z) - OmFk(z) O~F~+,(z) (= 0 if k < 0). 
Consider now the elements (in Frac.A, field of fractions of ..4) 
(1 + "y)... (1 + (k - 1)-y) 
dk = k!ak (= 1 if k = 0). 
They satisfy dk+~(k + 1)a = dk(1 + kT), so that all terms in the sum 
k)o k)o 
compensate each other• Thus, for all integers m, n/> O, we have 
d~O~r~(z) O~r~(~) =~ d~O~-~F~(~) O +~F~(z) . . . . .  ~ d~F~(~) O~+~F~(z) 
and, evaluating this expression at z = 0, we get 
d~ [O"F~(z) O~F~(z)]=o = Z d~F~(0)[O~+~r~(~)]=o = [Om+"F(z)]=o • 
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This shows that, for the sequence corresponding to the generating function F(z) ,  we can 
use the last proposition with the elements dk and the functions Fk(z) defined above. [] 
Here are the choices corresponding to the previous examples (1-7) 





P,,(x) = n!x" (1 - xz) -1 - log(1 - xz) l~:z x 
Derangement polynomials e-~(1 - xz) -1 - -Z  - -  log(1 - xz) ~ - x 
Z 2 Involution polynomials e ~+~/2 xz + T z 
Hermite polynomials e 2~-~2 2xz - z 2 -2z  
Bell polynomials e ~(~-1) x(e ~ - 1) x(e ~ - 1) 
Euler numbers 1/cos z - log(cos z) tan z 
0 0 0 
x 2 2x 1 
x 2 2x 1 
1 0 0 
-2  0 0 
x 1 0 
1 0 1 
They may be supplemented by the following ones. 
8) The polynomials B~(x) with exponential generating function F(x,  z) = exp (@)  
give the same Hankel determinants as the Bell polynomials B,,(x). 
9) The Euler polynomials of order m ) 1 (denoted by E~(x) )  are defined by the generat- 
ing function F(x,  z) = ~;7-gTz ( 2 )~e~. By proposition 1, one can just consider the generating 
m 1 function F(z)  = F(O, z) to evaluate the Hankel determinants. We have g(z) = (-r-4y- ½) 
and we can apply the theorem with a = -4 , /3  = 0 and 3' = 1 . 
~t 
i~.(.+,}/2 H k!m(m + i ) . . .  (m + (k - i)) = det H.(O). det H~(x) = ( - - , 
k=0 
The reader may derive the value of the Hankel determinants associated to the ordinary 
Euler numbers En (example 7) from the observation En ~ 1 1 = (-2)  En(g). The results of 
[1], [2], [3], [4] and [5] are thus derived in a unified way. 
3 Ordinary generating functions 
The preceding theorem, concerning exponential generating functions (or "Hurwitz se- 
ries"), can be translated for ordinary generating functions F(z)  = ~ akz k. Having con- 
sidered Hurwitz series F(z)  = expG(z) = 2 ~ with G(0) = 0, we can similarly 
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consider ordinary generating function under the form 
1 
F(z )  = ~ a(z )  ~ - 1 - a (~)  with G(0) = 0. 
The derivation operator 0 played an important part because it is "associated" to the 
polynomial basis (f~(z) = z~/n!), in the sense that 
Ofo(z) = 0 and Of~(z) = f~_~(z) for n ~> 1. 
Its analog in our new context is then given by V : f(z) , 
to the canonical basis (z~). 
f(~)-](0) operator associated 
Z 
Theorem 2. Consider an ordinary generating function F(z) = ~x with G(O) = 0 and 
suppose that g(z) = ~TG(z) - VG(O) = ~ - Gt(O) satisfies g(z) = z(c~ + fig(z) + 7g(z) 2) 
for some parameters a # O, fl and 7 in A. Then the Hankel determinants are given by 
det H.  = a"('~+0127"("-~)12. 
PROOF. The functions Fk(z) = g(z)kF(z) satisfy VF0(z) = G'(O)Fo(z) + Fl(z) and 
VFk(z) = aFk-l(z) + flFk(z) + 7Fk+x(z) for all k ) 1. 
We establish by induction 
[V~Fk(z)]z=o = 0 for k > n and [V~F,(z)]z=o = an. 
On the other hand, we show directly 
V~+XFk(z ) VmFk(z ) _ V~Fk(z ) V,~+lFk(z)= ~-Ho(z) if k 0 
(~Hk_ , (z ) -~gk(z )  irk >/ 1 
with H~(z) = VmFk+ffz) V~Fk(z) - VmFk(z) V~Fk+~(z). If we consider the elements 
do = 1 and dk = 7k-1/a k for k >~ 1, we see that 
k)o 
is a vanishing telescoping sum. For all integers m, n ) 0, we can write 
d~WF~(z) WF~(z) = ~ d~W-'F~(~) W+~F~(z) . . . . .  Z d~F~(z) W+~F~(z) 
and evaluation at z = 0 gives ~ dk [V'Fk(z) V'~Fk(z)]z=o = [V'~+'~F(z)]~=o . We con- 
elude as in the proof of proposition 2. [] 
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Remark  
Since ~(z)z = zl( 1 -- F--~I ) = F(z)-l~F(z) ---4 F'(0), we have g(z) = f(z)-~zF(z) -- F '(0) and it follows 
z--~0 
that F(z)  = (1 - F'(O)z - zg(z)) -1. Moreover, the initial condition g(0) = 0 and the 
quadratic relation g(z) = z(o~ + fig(z) + "Tg(z) 2) show that 
g(z) = 1 - fiz - V/(1 - fiz) 2 - 47az 2 ('y ¢ 0). 
27z 
Examples 
1. The Catalan numbers correspond to the ordinary generating function F(z)  = 1-~/1-4z 
2z 
and we have 
1 - x/1 - 4z - 2z 4z - 2z(1 + v 'T-Z-~) 1 - 2z - v/1 - 4z 
g(z )= z (1 -  lx~-:--~) -1= 4z 2 -1= 2z 
We can use the theorem with 7 = a = 1 and fi = 2 : we obtain det Hn = 1 for all n ) 0. 
The Motzkin numbers, defined by the generating function F(z)  = 1 - z - ~  admit 2z 2 
exactly the same Hankel determinants (with the parameters 7 =/3 = a = t). 
2. The Legendre polynomials are defined by F(x,  z) = (1 - 2xz + z2) -1/~ and the theorem 
can be used with a = ~--~,/3 = x and 7 = ½. Here~ we find 
det H~(x) = (x2 - 1)~(~+1)/~ 
2 n2 
4 Orthogonal polynomials 
We suppose now that .4 is a sabring of R and use the context of symbolic calculus : for 
a fixed sequence a C .T(N, ~4), we consider the A-linear map 
• : A[x] - -+  A, x~ ~-+ a~. 
We suppose moreover that the Hankel determinants are all positive. That means that, 
for a fixed integer n, the symmetric matrix H~ is positive-definite and that the bilinear 
map 
(f ,g)  ~ ( f ig ) :=  ~(f (x )g(x ) )  
is an inner product on Vn[x] := {P(x) E Mix] : degP  ~< n} (the Gram matrix in the 
canonical basis is given by the Hankel matrix H~). Since it is valid for all integer n >t 0, 
this map is also an inner product on A[x] = [.JV,~[x]. 
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An orthogonal system of monic polynomials is obtained with the Gram-Schmidt orthog- 
onalization process :
1 
Po(x)=l  , P~(x) -  
det H~_I 
~ 0  ° " ' 
(21 . . .  
Ot~ , , .  
ol~-i 1 
O~ n X 
forn/> 1 : 
OL2n_ 1 X n 
and we note P=(x) = P~,o + P,,~ x + p,,2x 2 +. . .  + p . . . .  ~ x ~-~ + x = (p=,n = 1). These monic 
polynomials have coefficients in FracA and verify a three-terms recurrence relation [6] 
P=+I(x) = (x - )~=)P=(x) - #~P.-l(X) (for n >~ 1) 
with A~ = p . . . .  1 - p=+l,~ and #= = IIP~(x)ll2/llP=_l(x)ll ~.
Since the Hankel matrix (of a certain order n) is symmetric positive-definite, there is a 
unique decomposition H = LDL t where L is a lower triangular matrix with l 's on the main 
diagonal and D = diag(d0, d~,. . . ,  d=) is a diagonal matrix. The relation L-~H(L-~) t = D 
shows that 
L -1  
Po,o 0 ... 0 ) 
Pl,01 Pl,1 "."" 0: " 
k P,,0 P~,I ""  P,,, 
The k-th row of L -i consists in the coefficients of Pk(x) and we have I IPk(x)l? = dk, 
Hence #k = dk/dk-i and det H~ = IIP0(x)l[ 2. IIP,(x)l?"" IIP,(x)ll ~ 
The matrix M = L -* has characteristic polynomial PM(X) = (1 --x) =+i and the Hamilton- 
Cayley theorem allows us to express formally (with the operator V defined above) 
L= M- I=- - -1  [VPM(x)]~=M= E n+l  _l)k_lMk_l. 
det M k=l k 
Considering the coefficients just under the main diagonal in M, M2,. . .  , M ~, we see that 
Lk+l,k = --Pk+l,k, so that Ak = Lk+l,k -- Lk,k-1. We finally get the following result. 
Theorem 3. If the Hankel determinants are all positive and are evaluated with the 
exponential (rasp. ordinary) generating function (theorem 1 rasp. 2) then 
As=G' (O)+n~ and #~=na( l  +(n -1)7  ) for alln>l l 
(rasp. A; = fl, #1= a and A~ = fl, #n = a 7 for all n >12) 
PROOF. With the previous notations and the desired normalization, we have 
n 2 
d=[O F,(z)]~= o ha(1 + (n 1)-/) 
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O~Fn_,(z) l l[on+iF (z)_naOnFn_i(z)] =o. 
~n = L OnFn(z) On-lFn_l(z)Jz=o-'= n!o~ n 
By the recurrence relation obtained in the proof of theorem 1, we get An = G'(O) + n/3. 
The other case is similar. [] 
Examples 
1. We consider the linear map ~ : Z[x] - -~  Z[x] which sends the Pochhammer polyno- 
mial (x)~ = x (x -1 ) - . .  (x+l -n )  on x ~ and define the Bell polynomials by B~(x) = (I)(zn). 
Let a > 0 be a positive integer. We have seen that all Hankel determinants associated 
to the sequence (Bn(a)) are positive, so that this sequence generates an inner product 
( f  I g)~ = (I)~(fg) := @(fg)l~=~ on Z[z]. The monic polynomials recursively defined by 
P~,o(X) = 1, P~,i(x) = x - a and the relation 
Pa,n+l(X) = (x - a - n)Pa,n(X) -- naP~,n_l(X) (n >1 1) 
form an orthogonal system in g[x] (use the theorem 3 with ~ = a,/3 = 1 and 7 = 0). 
These polynomials, known as the Charlier polynomials, are 
"~, , , (x)=~.- i ( (x-a)~)= ~-~ (nk)(--a)n-k(x)k 
k----0 
and with the previously defined convolution operator, we have the commutative diagram 
(x)n x n 8 (x) 
po, (x) (x -a )  n 
2. The Euler numbers, defined by the exponential generating function F(z) = 1/cos z, 
also furnish an inner product on Z[x] and the monic polynomials 
Qo(x) = 1, QI(x) = x and Q~+I(x) = xQ~(x) - n2Q~_~(x) (n >1 1) 
(called Meixner polynomials) form an orthogonal system in Z[x] (use the last theorem 
wi th~=7=land/3=0) .  
3. The monic polynomials which form an orthogonal system for the inner product 
associated to the sequence n! = [n!xn]~=l are given by Lo(x) = 1, Ll(x) = x - 1 and 
n~+l (X)  = (z  - (2n  -I- 1))L~(x) - n2Ln_i(x) (n >t 1) 
(take c~ = 3' = 1 and /3 = 2 in the last theorem). They are the normalized Laguerre 
polynomials 
L~(x)=~(nk) (n )k ( - - l )kx  n-k. 
k=0 
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